Glass Balustrades
& Juliet Balconies
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Welcome

Strength and Safety with Style
iVision Glass Balustrades and Juliet
Balconies from Inspired Architectural
Solutions bring together the very
best in safety, coupled with designled aesthetics, resulting in a range of
products which lead the way, both
in terms of practicality and stunning
good looks. Ideal for projects on
residential properties and commercial
buildings alike, the iVision range of Glass
Balustrades, iGuard Glass Balustrades
and Juliet Balcony solutions offer a sleek
appearance, along with the reassurance
of British Standards approval for your
complete peace of mind.
With strength at their core, iVision
and iGuard systems not only offer
uncompromising safety, but the
support package available ensures
a hassle-free route to planning,
designing and building our range of
beautiful balustrades and balconies.
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iVision Glass Balustrade with iLux illumination
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Inspired living
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Vision Glass Balustrades

iVision Glass Balustrades are the
perfect solution to enhance any interior
or exterior contemporary space.
Not only is the iVision Glass Balustrade
system the strongest of its kind on
the market, it has also been design
engineered to feature more glass
and fewer posts. The result is minimal
sightlines, creating a balustrade that
offers the perfect addition without
comprising on safety or aesthetics.

Each iVision Glass Balustrade can be
designed to suit your project. Using
our unique online balustrade designer,
iVision Glass Balustrades can be
configured to your exact requirements
in a matter of minutes.
Create your own unique design with
the iVision system. Choose from
a range of glass types including
toughened, heat soaked toughened,
low iron and toughened laminated. As

well as clear or opaque glass, choose
from a selection of coloured tints. You
can also select the perfect finish for
your project from our stunning range,
including stainless steel effect, wood
effect or painted finishes. For that extra
special touch, give your balustrade the
‘wow factor’ by including the unique
iLux multi-coloured LED lighting system.

iVision, the inspired
design-led solution for:
• Patios
• Balconies – both interior and exterior
• Walkways

Featuring beautiful aesthetics as standard, iVision
Balustrades offer ease of installation, are virtually
maintenance free and come with the peace of
mind of being fully tested to British Standards.
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iGuard Glass Balustrade offering wind
protection without distracting the beautiful view
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Guard Glass Balustrades

Peace of mind as standard
A superb combination of strength,
practicality and sleek design, iGuard
Glass Balustrades are fully British
Standard tested for your complete
peace of mind. With each glass panel
optimised to provide a combination
of safety and ease of installation, the
minimal handrail sightlines ensure a
clean, contemporary look which belies
the immense strength of the system.
Easy to install and virtually maintenance
free, the iGuard range is the perfect
choice for residential or commercial
applications.
Privacy Screens
iGuard Privacy Screens are capable
of heights of up to 1.8m as standard
and offer a stylish solution where for
either practical reasons or planning
requirements privacy is paramount.
Offered with opaque glass as standard,
and with many other colour options
available, privacy screens have never
looked so good.
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Wind Protection
The beauty of living in exposed, rugged
locations is often lost due to the strong
winds which characterise these areas.
iGuard Glass Balustrades provide the
perfect barrier against the elements
while still allowing the beauty of the
surroundings to be enjoyed.
Enhanced Safety
Where a balustrade with increased
height is required due to enhanced
safety requirements, look no further
than the iGuard system. Ideal for areas
used by children, the elderly, or simply
in high risk areas where additional
protection from a fall is necessary,
iGuard offers the reassurance of British
Standard accreditation, yet still offers
the same slimline looks and beauty it
shares with iVision Glass Balustrade.

iVision Glass Balustrade with iGuard Privacy Screen

iGuard Glass Balustrades offer total peace of mind for:
•
•
•
•
•

Privacy screening on balconies
Wind protection screens
Areas requiring child-safety
Nursing homes
Commercial buildings, offices and hotels with increased risk of fall
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Modern practicality with a romantic past
• Virtually maintenance free
• Fully tested to British Standards
• Range of finishes to complement
or contrast with the property
• A choice of glass options

The iVision Juliet Balcony is designed
with safety at its heart. The unique
design ensures a sleek contemporary
appearance.
The cleverly concealed brackets ensure
a stunningly simple balcony design that
ensures your home or office is flooded
with natural light.
The high-end aesthetics of our iVision
Juliet Balconies create the appearance
of light and space at a fraction of the
cost of traditional balconies. A perfect
choice for private homes, apartments
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and commercial buildings, iVision Juliet
Balconies can be personalised to
complement a wide array of buildings
with a choice of finishes. These include
stainless-steel effect, wood effect
and painted as well as wide choice of
glazing options.
Strong yet lightweight, iVision Juliet
Balconies offer beautiful aesthetics
combined with ease of installation at a
competitive price point, making them
the inspired option for both residential
and commercial applications.
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Vision Juliet balconies

iVision Juliet Balconies combined with iVision Glass Balustrades
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Enhance iVision and iGuard Glass Balustrades with the beauty of light.
Our unique iLux LED system is fully tested for peace of mind and is suitable
for external use, even in the harshest environments. The choice is yours,
with light intensity and colour personalisation at the touch of a button.
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Lux illumination

Let there be light
Add something extra special to your
iVision Glass Balustrade or iGuard
Glass Balustrade with the addition of
our unique iLux LED lighting.
Easy to install and operate, and
virtually maintenance free, iLux LED
Illumination offers a choice of six
colours as standard which can be
further customised for depth of colour
and luminosity to suit your mood
and is the ideal upgrade for design
conscious clients.

iLux Illumination, the inspired choice for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

iVision and iGuard Glass Balustrades
Internal and external applications
Private homes
Apartments
Hotels
Commercial buildings

Not only does iLux Illumination add
dramatic appeal to the iVision and
iGuard ranges, it also enhances safety
as balustrades and balconies are
clearly defined in low light or at night.
iLux Illumination provides homeowners,
architects, developers and designers
with a cost-effective, yet stunning
enhancement which offers beauty
with robust practicality.
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Commercial partners

Unrivalled quality and service
At Inspired, we work closely with our
commercial partners to ensure that
their projects are delivered on time and
on budget. We understand the need for
a combination of product performance,
compliance and aesthetic appeal,
which is also competitively priced to
work within your budget.
Our iVision Glass Balustrades, iGuard
Glass Balustrades and Juliet Balconies
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offer beautiful design together with a
cost-effective solution. Our systems
provide all the benefits associated
with British design and manufacturing
expertise as standard. They are
performance tested, and feature
components of the highest quality.
Use our unique online balustrade
designer to quickly and efficiently
configure your project.

DESIGNED AND
MANUFACTURED
IN THE UK

TESTED
TO BRITISH
STANDARDS

NATIONWIDE
DELIVERY

UNRIVALLED
CUSTOMER SERVICE

DESIGN
AND QUOTE
ONLINE

GUARANTEED
FOR PEACE
OF MIND
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Residential customers

Inspired by you
We understand that your home is as
unique as you are. Create your perfect
balustrade and Juliet balcony using
our unique balustrade designer. To
get started, visit our website www.
inspired-as.co.uk
Choose from our beautiful range of
options for everything from railings and
posts to glass panels and lighting, and
instantly view your design online.
Our unique designer puts you in control
of creating your perfect balustrade or
Juliet balcony.
The team at Inspired is also here to
assist you with everything from initial
design through to ordering and delivery.

PLAN
Our experienced team can offer advice and
guidance on suitable specifications and
designs for each of our systems tailored to
your specific project.
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DESIGN
Create your chosen design online in a few
clicks using our state-of-the-art unique online
balustrade designer.

BUILD
Easy-fit features and glass from 10mm thick
create a range of products that are suitable
for installation without the need for expensive
glass lifting or manual handling equipment.
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Get inspired

A selection of available finishes

Contact us to talk about your
design project and be
T 01953 687 933
E enquiries@inspired-as.co.uk
W inspired-as.co.uk
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